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Disclaimer

WARNING, MOTORSPORT OR DRIVING CAN BE DANGEROUS RESULTING
IN DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY.
As with all modifications, please inform your vehicle's insurer that the spoiler is on the car.
READ OUR FITTING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
This article is sold without warranty expressed or implied. No warranty or representation is made as to this
product’s ability to protect the user from injury or death. The user assumes that risk. The effectiveness,
warranty and longevity of this equipment are directly related to the manner in which it is INSTALLED, USED,
and/or MAINTAINED. THE USER ASSUMES THE RISK.
Fitment of Orranje Limited products to vehicles that are subject to a manufacturer's warranty may void the
manufacturer's warranty and the vehicles ability to meet emission or other transport regulations.
By purchasing this product and opening the packaging, purchasers expressly acknowledge, understand and
agree that they take, select and purchase these Orranje Ltd products from Orranje Ltd, its affiliates,
distributors, and agents (collectively, Orranje Ltd) "as is"and "with all faults".
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of these Orranje parts is with the purchasers. Should the
goods prove defective following their purchase; the purchasers assume the entire cost for all necessary
servicing or repair or any resulting liability. Working on your car can be a dangerous activity. If you are unsure
of what you are doing, please leave mechanical or Safety critical work to a skilled mechanic.
We take no responsibility for the incorrect use and / or installation of Orranje products.
Some items may contain chemicals, or fitting may produce dust particles hazardous to health. Please
ensure you have the correct PPE for the job being undertaken. Please review materials listed.
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Orranje G-Wing Kit Contents
•

2 x Spoiler sides (dependent on chosen option)
◦ Satin black - finished and ready to fit to the car
◦ Gloss black - finished and ready to fit to the car

•

1 x Spoiler wing (dependent on chosen option)
◦ GRP - finished in a black gel coat. Please note; the wing can be polished to a high gloss finish
by using various grades of fine wet and dry sandpaper, followed by polishing with a DA Polisher.
However, for best results we recommend painting prior to installation
◦ Carbon fibre - finished and ready to fit to the car

•

1x Fitting kit containing the following:
◦ 1 x 9mm drill bit
◦ 4 x M6 rivnuts
◦ 4 x M5 stainless steel screws
◦ 4 x Pan head stainless steel screws
◦ 4 x Black plastic cover caps
◦ 4 x 5mm stainless steel washers
◦ 2 x Aluminium laser cut fitting brackets
◦ 2 x Self-adhesive neoprene/rubber gasket strips
◦ 2 x Self-adhesive neoprene side gaskets (handed)
◦ Various decals may be included, or purchased as optional extras

Required Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A marker pen
2.5mm hex wrench (Allen key)
4mm / 3mm Allen Key
Masking tape
Drill
Rivnut tool (available at Harbor Freight or similar supply store)
Sanding equipment
Respiratory, ear and eye protection is advised during fitting
Blue Loctite

Pre-requisites
We take no responsibility for any damage you may cause to yourself, the spoiler or your vehicle during the
installation of the Orranje G-Wing spoiler
For best results always use a professional to install the spoiler
For DIY installations, we advise that two people fit the spoiler.
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Fitting Instructions

1. Removal of the factory “S” hatch spoiler is required to install the G-Wing.
Gen 1 (2002-2006 R50 & R53).

1. Remove hatch extended “S” spoiler if equipped. Lift Hatch. Access 10mm nuts 2 places on RH
and LH side of hatch located under the black plastic plugs at the top inner edge of the hatch.
2. Separate the adhesive between the hatch and OEM spoiler by using a thin piano or guitar wire
as a saw. See the video on the G-Wing product page or YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqrc9BaGtUw

3. Clean off remaining adhesive using a paint safe solvent.
4. Seal holes by installing the supplied covers.

Gen 2 (2007-2013 R56S).
1. On “S” models (and others equipped with an “S” spoiler.) Remove the OEM “S” hatch
spoiler.

2. Install a non-S cover plate in the same location.

1. Constructing your spoiler sides
•

For this you will need the following parts;
o 2 x Self-adhesive neoprene side gaskets (handed)
o 2 x Spoiler sides
o 2 x Aluminium laser cut fitting brackets
o 8 x M5 Pan head stainless steel screws
o 8 x stainless steel M5 washers
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•

Equipment required;
o 2.5mm hex wrench (Allen wrench)

A) Apply the neoprene gasket within the recess of the spoiler, you may notice that there is an additional

B)

C)

hole and other features, This is a universal gasket that fits the Orranje G-Wing Adjustable kits.
NOTE; if you are fitting an adjustable kit you should not fit the gasket to the sides, if you are
upgrading the wing you can sandwich the foam or remove.
Screw the aluminium bracket on to the sides using the short M5 screws and washers. Note the
orientation - the nut set on the bracket should be facing up and the short flange facing down. You
will notice that the bracket sits on the neoprene gasket, this is normal and to be expected. Tighten
until the bracket is firm. Do not use excessive force as this will pull the thread out.
Build the opposite side in the same manor

Left Side End Plate Shown
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2. Wing fitment
Slide the wing onto a spoiler side, making sure the wing sits in the wing pocket.
If the spoiler doesn't fit correctly into the pocket it may be slightly too wide. Slowly file away the mould lines
on the two corners either end of the spoiler wing until it fits correctly into said pocket. Please take your time
with this task.
Next, if the spoiler doesn't sit flush within the spoiler side pocket it might need some fine-tuning slightly.
Although every effort is made to ensure a perfect fit, sometimes the spoiler wing ends aren't perfectly flat due
to the manufacturing process, and may not sit inside the pocket fully.
This is an easy fix. Using some masking tape, pull the tape tightly from one edge of the spoiler wing to the
other, this will highlight if the wing is not perfectly flat and if there is a pronounced section that needs
trimming. Do this to both sides of the same end of the wing as shown in the image below.

Simply use some sandpaper on a block, slowly work back and forth along the spoiler end until the wing is
perfectly flat and there is no pronounced section in the middle – this should ensure a nice snug fit into the
spoiler side.
Repeat for the other side of the spoiler and then screw the spoiler to the bracket ensuring you place the
black screw cover caps over the screws to hide them once on the car.

A) Slide the wing onto the bracket. At this point it has been noted that there may be a need to bend the
bracket down slightly to help with clearance, this is normal.

B) With the wing snugly within the side pocket the holes should align with the bracket, small

adjustments are sometime required, if the holes are quite off check the trim lines again. Fit the M5
screws, plastic caps and washers screws through the side in this order; screw, washer, black
plastic cover cap (see diagram below).

C) Screw into the bracket, applying a dot of blue Loctite to the screws to help bond them and stop
them coming undone.
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3. Preparing your boot lid for fitting
Remove any existing MINI boot spoiler before attempting to fit your G-wing spoiler, unless it is a MINI One
spoiler, as other spoilers may clash with the wing.
Next ensure that you clean the car thoroughly, including any surfaces around where you are going to fit the
spoiler, especially the rear glass and inside the boot lip. We recommend methylated spirits for cleaning the
glass.
Take the two self-adhesive gasket strips, peel off the plastic strip and stick one either side of the rear window
as shown in the image below
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Next place a spoiler side on each side of the boot lid, at the desired height. Mark the two fixing holes with a
marker, so that you will know where to drill. We recommend that the gap at the top of the side to the MINI
trim is 10mm - if you push the side against the trim, the spoiler may rub and squeak as you drive.

Next remove the spoiler side to reveal the two holes that you need to drill.

Using the supplied 9mm drill bit, drill all four of the pre-marked holes (two on each side of the boot-lid) take
your time. Once the holes are drilled you will want to paint the metal to stop any corrosion, a touch up pen is
fine for this.
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Screw the rivnut on to the rivnut tool (not supplied as standard), then place the rivnut into the drilled hole and
squeeze the tool to lock the rivnut in place. Make sure the rivnut is tight and does not rotate on its own, you
may need to tighten the rivnut if it is loose. Once successfully installed, remove the tool from the a-fixed
rivnut and repeat for each hole.
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4. Fitting your spoiler to the car
Remove the top plastic boot trim that runs across the top of the rear window. Take your constructed spoiler
and slide onto the top of the boot lid, from the top, downwards, as shown in the image below (we
recommend getting a helping hand for this task).

Line up the holes in the spoiler sides with the rivnuts you installed earlier.
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Over time, the MINI plastic trim on the rear ¼ windows can move slightly, which may cause the spoiler sides
to rub against them. You can fix this by either tapping the plastic trim back into position, or by trimming or
removed them.
The gap on the boot also varies depending on the build of the car, and also if it has been involved in any
collisions. If you choose not to move the plastic trim you will find that the spoiler will rub, which may cause
the paint on the sides to become marked.
Next, insert two M6 stainless steel bolts through the spoiler sides and into the rivnuts in the boot, and screw
them in using a 4mm Allen key. Start them all off loose, and then when they are all started, go back around
and tighten.

Do this on both spoiler sides so it's fixed like below.

Your spoiler should now be attached. We advise that you close the boot lid slowly, to ensure all fittings are
attached correctly and sit flush to the boot lid sides.
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5. Finishing your spoiler
Due to several copies of the Orranje G-Wing, we have had to make modifications to show original products the Mk II wing now includes a dimple on the underside of the wing, allowing you to add either a high gloss
resin Orranje logo, or plain black decal. Apply the decal and be proud to own a genuine tested and
developed Orranje product – produced since 2010!

6. Looking after your spoiler
The satin and gloss sides are both painted, and chemicals can and have been known to cause the surface to
bubble and thus removing the paint. Please choose safe chemicals. Should the paint start to peel or flake
away, there is a good chance the cleaning chemical does not react well with the paint. We have seen some
pre-wash chemicals used at car washes, which can cause damage. Should this happen, then please
contact Orranje, whom will be able to help and may be able to offer an exchange.
General tips for cleaning is to use well known, non-aggresive, cleaning products.
Every 6 months, check the fixings and for any visual damage.
Congratulations, you have now successfully installed your Orranje G-Wing Spoiler!
If you are happy with your purchase, and we really hope you are, we would love it if you shared photos and
feedback on any social media, tagging / mentioning us where you can, so we can spread the love and let
others see your pride and joy.

You can contact us by email at – info@m7speed.com or info@orranje.co.uk

You can find out about our exciting new products by visiting the following:
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/OrranjePerformance
Twitter - https://twitter.com/OrranjeP
Instagram - https://instagram.com/OrranjeP
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